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An overview of the means of communication

Hawa Junior 100 with performance guarantee

Flyer

Two versions: with and without catalog excerpt. 

www.hawa.com

A new level  
of comfort
Hawa Junior 100

With unique
performance 
guarantee

Order now at:
Your company
info@your-company.com
www.your-company.com

YOUR LOGO

  Official partner
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Installation examples

Technical specifications

Max. 100 kg (220 lbs.) 

Max. 4000 mm (13'1 15/32'') 

Max. 3000 mm (9'10 1/8'') 

35–80 mm (1 3/8'' to 3 5/32'') 

Fitting for top-running wooden doors up to 100 kg (220 lbs.), with surface mounted 
running track. Optionally with soft and self closing mechanism. Wall or ceiling mounting.

Product highlights

Comfort Accessible opening and soft and self closing at  
both sides from door widths of 800 mm (2'7 1/2'')

Flexibility Running tracks for wall and ceiling mounting with 
integrated clip-on system

Security Performance guarantee: 15 years for private use  
and 7 years for commercial use on incomparably  
low opening forces of max. 22 N
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Compact construction and new forms of living and the shortage of  
urban living space require flexible and space-saving room solutions.  
That is an argument in general for sliding doors. At the same time, 
the population is ageing, more demanding, and increasingly willing  
to invest in comfort for the later stage of life.

All of these are the best arguments for a high-quality, durable sliding 
solution with a soft closing system, which is currently only offered by 
the Hawa Junior 100. It opens new doors, especially in customer 
 segments with reduced physical strength and capabilities. And with  
its puristic look and the option for discreet ceiling integration or wall 
mounting with high-quality side finishes, it also meets the most diverse 
demands in terms of design.

Sliding quality is quality of life 
Nicer living, better living

With age, the demands for comfort and quality often increase.
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Unique performance guarantee 
Joy that lasts. For a long time. 

The Hawa Junior 100 makes the decision for anyone involved in the 
construction process as easy as opening and moving the doors. 
 Because it is the only sliding fitting that can give you the certainty that 
the performance will not decrease over the years or years. This means 
that it meets all requirements, standards, and demands for profitability 
in the long term – guaranteed. 

Especially since Hawa Sliding Solutions not only ensures the longevity 
of this fitting, but also continued effortless opening. And thus also 
guarantees that the joy of this fitting will last, even if the strength of its 
users diminishes due to age or other reasons.

We guarantee effortless opening  
(maximum 22 N) for private use  
of the Hawa Junior 100 with SoftMove  
for 15 years.

We guarantee effortless opening  
(maximum 22 N) for commercial use  
of the Hawa Junior 100 with SoftMove  
for 7 years.

Safety through quality

The performance guarantee is valid worldwide with the exception of contractual partners with their registered  
office/residence in the USA and use of the products by end users with registered office/residence in the USA.

Short version
(A4, 8 pages)

Standard version with catalog pages
(A4, 32 pages)

We can also support you with inserting 
your logo and contact details.

Contact us:  
marketing@hawa.com



An overview of the means of communication

Hawa Junior 100 with performance guarantee

Roll-ups

Different versions: You decide what to focus on. 

A new level 
of comfort
Hawa Junior 100

Security, comfort, joy, and good feeling all round: All of this  
is as characteristic of the Hawa Junior 100 as the inclusive  
design with its incomparably low opening forces, without  
having to forego the convenience of a soft closing mechanism. 
Because it does not merely promise its services and qualities, 
but guarantees them. And in the long term. 

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG, Switzerland, www.hawa.com

With unique performance guarantee

Order now at:
Your company
info@your-company.com
www.your-company.com

YOUR LOGO

  Official partner

Learn more: 
www.hawa.com/junior

Unique  
performance 
guarantee
Only available with  
the Hawa Junior 100

The Hawa Junior 100 makes the decision for anyone involved  
in the construction process as easy as opening and moving  
the doors. Because it is the only sliding fitting that can give you 
the certainty that the performance will not decrease over the  
years or years. And thus also guarantees that the joy of this 
fitting will last, even if the strength of its users diminishes due  
to age or other reasons.

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG, Switzerland, www.hawa.com

Trust is great. A guarantee is even better.

Learn more: 
www.hawa.com/junior

Order now at:
Your company
info@your-company.com
www.your-company.com

YOUR LOGO

  Official partner

Ads

Different versions: You decide what to focus on. 

A new level 
of comfort
Hawa Junior 100

With unique 
performance 
guarantee

Certainty through quality

Order now at:
Your company
info@your-company.com
www.your-company.com

YOUR LOGO

  Official partner

Security, comfort, joy, and good feeling all round: All of this  
is as characteristic of the Hawa Junior 100 as the inclusive  
design with its incomparably low opening forces, without  
having to forego the convenience of a soft closing mechanism. 
Because it does not merely promise its services and qualities, 
but guarantees them. And in the long term. 

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG, Switzerland, www.hawa.com/junior

The Hawa Junior 100 makes the decision for anyone involved  
in the construction process as easy as opening and moving  
the doors. Because it is the only sliding fitting that can give you 
the certainty that the performance will not decrease over the  
years or years. And thus also guarantees that the joy of this 
fitting will last, even if the strength of its users diminishes due  
to age or other reasons.

Hawa Sliding Solutions AG, Switzerland, www.hawa.com/junior

Certainty through quality

Order now at:
Your company
info@your-company.com
www.your-company.com

YOUR LOGO

  Official partner

Unique  
performance 
guarantee
Only available with  
the Hawa Junior 100 Trust is great. 

A guarantee  
is even better.

We can also support you with format 
adjustments or with inserting your logo 
and contact details.

Contact us:  
marketing@hawa.com



An overview of the means of communication

Hawa Junior 100 with performance guarantee

Social Media

Different formats for Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn.

Web banner

Different formats and versions.

Carousel ad
(Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn)

Single image ad (or post)
(Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn)

Story ad (or post)
(Instagram)

Full banner (468 x 60 px)

Leaderboard (728x90 px)

Skyscraper (160x600 px) Standard rectangle (300 x 250 px)

We can also support you with format 
adjustments or with inserting your logo. 

Contact us:  
marketing@hawa.com


